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Abstract: The modular multilevel converter (MMC) has emerged as a suitable topology for high power drive applications.
However, the voltage fluctuations of its floating capacitors increase the control complexity of the converter. In this study, the
MMC dc-port voltage is manipulated to regulate the amplitude of these fluctuations to a constant value during the whole
frequency range. The proposed approach has several advantages when compared with the conventional ones since it
minimises the voltage fluctuation in the capacitor cells. Additionally, it decreases the common-mode voltage at low frequencies
and the capacitor rms current, increasing their expected lifespan and reducing the winding insulation damages and the leakage
currents in the bearing of the machine. The effectiveness of the proposed control strategy is validated with a laboratory-based
prototype composed of 18 power cells, feeding a vector-controlled induction machine.

1 Introduction
Since the invention of the modular multilevel converter (MMC),
this topology has been proposed for applications such as rail train
[1], high-voltage dc transmission (HVDC) [2] and machine drives
[3–16]. Although the MMC has several advantages over others
high power modular converters (mainly for quadratic torque-speed
profile loads [3, 4]), significant efforts are still required to improve
its performance for drive applications. The MMC topology is
shown in Fig. 1. The converter is composed of six ‘clusters’
connected to form an ac port that feeds the machine and a dc port.
Each cluster has an inductor L and n cascaded half-bridge modules.
The energy in each cell is stored by a ‘flying’ capacitor C.
Consequently, the proper operation of the MMC-based drive
requires a control system to maintain the capacitor voltage
balanced. This target is complex to achieve when the machine is
operating at low speed because large voltage fluctuations occur in
the capacitors. For this reason, in the so-called ‘low-frequency
mode’ (LFM), mitigating variables (circulating currents and
common-mode voltage) are used to reduce the voltage fluctuations,
maintaining them within an acceptable margin [7, 8, 13, 17]. On
the other hand, when the mitigating signals are no longer required,
the ‘high-frequency mode’ (HFM) is enabled. 

As is well known, the lifetime of electrolytic capacitors is
nominally below semiconductors lifetime. Regarding reliability,
this fact represents a significant drawback of MMC family because
its capacitors are always subjected to voltage fluctuations. In
consequence, several control strategies have been proposed to

decrease the voltage capacitor oscillations. Another approach is
developing new dielectric material capacitors, such as film
capacitors, to extend the lifespan of cell capacitors, and there is an
important ongoing research being carried out and new material
capacitors, such as film capacitors, represent an excellent
alternative to extending the lifetime of the cell capacitors [18, 19].

A novel control system for the MMC-based drive is proposed to
solve the problems mentioned above. This new control scheme
considers the manipulation of the dc-port voltage as a function of
the capacitor voltage fluctuations. The major advantage of this
methodology is that the capacitor voltage fluctuations are regulated
within a pre-defined margin during the whole frequency range.
Accordingly, contrary to the conventional approaches, the
amplitude of the capacitor fluctuations is not dependent on the
machine frequency, and it can be minimised as much as possible,
reducing the rms current in the capacitors and increasing their
expected lifespan. What is more, this work shows that the
common-mode voltage and circulating currents are reduced at the
start-up of the machine when the dc-port voltage is regulated as
proposed, eliminating problems such as winding insulation
damages, leakage currents in the bearing etc.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The
modelling and analysis of the MMC-based drive is discussed in
Section 2, while the effect of applying a dynamic dc-port voltage to
the MMC-based drive is discussed in Section 3. Several
experimental results are presented in Section 4 by using a vector-
controlled induction machine being fed by a MMC in the whole

Fig. 1  MMC-based drive
(a) Converter topology. (b) Cluster
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frequency range, including start-up and zero-crossing speed.
Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions of this work.

2 Dynamic modelling and analysis of the MMC
Recently, a modelling approach for the MMC has been reported in
[12, 14]. In these papers, the ΣΔαβ0- transformation is used to
represent the cluster currents and total capacitor voltages (the sum
of the capacitor voltages in a cluster) into a new coordinate system,
allowing a decoupled control of each variable. To perform this
modelling, the dynamics of these signals are derived as follows
(see Fig. 1):
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where v̄C is the algebraic mean value of the voltage in all
capacitors of the MMC, pa
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etc., are the total cluster voltages. Expression (1) is based on
Kirchhoff's voltage law applied into the converter depicted in
Fig. 1. On the other hand, (2) denotes the energy balance in the
MMC clusters, assuming that the total cluster voltages are close to
an operating point, as is in a well-controlled MMC.

As discussed before, to achieve a decoupled control of the
converter currents and voltages, the ΣΔαβ0- transformation is
utilised. This transformation is given by
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Hence, applying (3) to (1) and (2) and simplifying leads to
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where the machine currents (iα and iβ) and voltages (υα, υβ and υ0)
are expressed in αβ0-coordinates, iα∑ and iβ

∑ are the circulating
currents and iP is the dc-port current. Based on (5), each current

can be easily controlled manipulating only one voltage in the
matrix Vαβ0

ΣΔ, achieving a decoupled control.
As discussed in [14], the vector representation of (6) improves

the implementation of high-dynamic control strategies using vector
control algorithms. Specifically, defining the power flows and the
total cluster voltages as vectors (e.g.
pαβ

∑ = pα
∑ + jpβ

∑, vCαβ
∑ = υCα

∑ + jυCβ
∑ , etc), the vector model of (6) is

obtained as (see [14] and Appendix A for details):
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where the superscript ‘c’ stands for the complex conjugated
operator.

For a proper operation of the MMC, the oscillations of the total
cluster voltages (indicated by the super-script ‘∼‘) have to be
within an acceptable value. In previous works it has been shown
that the term v~Cαβ

Δ  produces a fundamental ωe fluctuation, which
amplitude is proportional to ωe

−1, v~Cαβ
Δ  produces a double frequency

oscillation and υ~C0
Σ , as well as υ~C0

Σ , do not produce fluctuations in
the MMC capacitors. It straightforward to demonstrate setting the
signals iαβ

Σ  and υ0 to zero and integrating (7a)–(7d), resulting in
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Based on the inverse ΣΔαβ0-transformation, the total capacitor
voltages in P N abc coordinates can be expressed using the vector
voltages of (6). For example, the voltages υCa

P and υCa
N  are

expressed as follows:
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Consequently, the maximum amplitude of the oscillating
component of the total cluster voltages, υ~Cx

X , can be approximated
with the vector voltages vCαβ

Δ and vCαβ
∑  as follows:

υ~Cx
X ≃ 1

2∥ vCαβ
Δ ∥ + ∥ vCαβ

Σ ∥ (10)

where x = {a, b, c} and X = {P, N}. Notice that (10) represents the
worst case situation for υ~Cx

X , since the amplitude of vCαβ
Δ and vCαβ

∑

are summed.

3 Influence of the dc-port voltage E in the MMC
electrical variables
In this paper, a new control methodology is proposed to operate the
MMC as a machine drive. This strategy manipulates the dc-port
voltage E to maintain the fluctuations of the total cluster voltages
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within a voltage margin in the whole frequency range. The effect of
modifying the dc-port voltage E is analysed below.

3.1 During low-frequency mode

In the LFM circulating currents and common-mode voltage are
needed to maintain the fluctuations of the vector voltage vCαβ

Δ

within an acceptable value. Due to its oscillating frequency ωe, it is
straightforward to analyse the regulation of vCαβ

Δ  representing (7b)
into a dq-coordinate frame rotating at ωe rad s−1 as follows:
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− 2υ0idq
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Considering ideal conditions, the set-point values of i~αβ
∑ and υ~0 can

be defined as

i~dq
Σ ∗ = 1

2V0
(pωe − pm) f (t), (12)

υ~0
∗ = V0sign[ f (t)] (13)

where V0 is the amplitude of the common-mode voltage.
Consequently, the power term pc can be expressed as:

pc = (pωe − pm) f (t) (14)

Hence, pωe and pm are eliminated from (11) if f(t) is a high
frequency signal compared to ωe during LFM, such that the mean
value of f (t) = 1 (considering one period of f(t) see [7, 8, 13]).
Notice that if pm is defined as a non-zero vector (i.e. a fundamental
oscillation is allowed in vCαβ

Δ ) the circulating currents decrease as
the machine frequency increases [see pm in (11)]. A discussion
regarding this methodology is addressed in [20].

Based on (12), it is concluded that the mitigating circulating
currents are inversely proportional to V0. Neglecting the inductor
voltage drop and considering that the output cluster voltages has to
be positive, it is straightforward to demonstrate that the maximum
amplitude of the common-mode voltage can be approximated as
[see (1)]:

V0 ≃ 1
2E − ∥ vdq ∥ (15)

where vdq is the machine voltage in a dq-rotating frame. At the
machine start-up, ωe ≃ 0 rads−1 and ∥ vdq ∥ ≃ 0 V; therefore,
i~dq

∑ ∗ and υ~0
∗ as defined in (12) and (13) results in:

i~dq
Σ ∗ (ωe ≃ 0) ≃ idq f (t), (16)

V0(ωe ≃ 0) ≃ 1
2E (17)

The importance of this result is that the amplitude of the circulating
currents is not affected by variations in the dc-port voltage E or the

voltage vCαβ
Δ  during the machine start-up. However, the amplitude

of the common-mode voltage is modified at the same ratio of the
dc-port voltage. In this manner, it is an attractive solution to
maintain a low value of the dc-port voltage during the LFM to
reduce the required common-mode voltage to eliminate the high-
voltage fluctuations in the MMC capacitors.

3.2 During high-frequency mode

The voltage E cannot be maintained in a low value during the
whole frequency range because the output cluster voltage would
reach negative values as ωe increases. For this reason, E has to be
manipulated from its minimum value in LFM, Emin, until its
maximum/nominal value in HFM, Emax.

In this paper, a simple method to achieve this task is proposed.
What is more, the presented methodology ensures a constant
voltage fluctuation in the total cluster voltages during the HFM. Of
all the possible values for this fluctuation, the minimum value is
preferred since it increases the lifespan of the MMC capacitors.
Consequently, the value of υ~Cx

X∗
 can be determined using (10) for

the nominal machine conditions.
From (11), the HFM is enable when ∥ pc ∥ ≃ 0 (i.e. the

mitigating variables are no longer required to reduce the voltage
fluctuations of vCαβ

Δ ). Therefore, in steady-state conditions pωe = 
pm. Supposing that the MMC is balanced
(i . e . vCαβ

∑ = v~Cαβ
∑ and iP ≃ 3

2E ℜ{vdqidq
c }), the amplitude of the

power fluctuations pωe and pm can be expressed as follows:
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where ∥ vCαβ
Σ ∥ = ∥ vCαβ

Δ ∥ has been written as a function of
∥ vCαβ

Σ ∥ and υ~Cx
X ∗  by using (10). Finally, based on (18) and (19), it

can be concluded that the dc-port voltage E can be manipulated to
achieve a desired value of υ~Cx

X , υ~Cx
X ∗ .

Fig. 2 shows the dc-port voltage E as a function of ωe to
achieve the minimum value of υ~C x

X  during the whole frequency
range in an MMC as the one utilised in the experimental results of
this paper. In the figure, the electrical torque was defined as

Te(ωe) = Te0 + (TeNom − Te0)
ωe

ωeNom

a
(20)

where Te0 is the starting-torque, TeNom is the nominal torque,
ωeNom is nominal machine frequency and a is a parameter to define
the machine torque-speed profile. 

4 Experimental results and setup
Experimental results of the proposed control methodology have
been obtained using an 18-power cell MMC-based drive. The
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3, while its parameters are
given in Table 1. The MMC is driving a 7.5 kW vector-controlled
induction machine connected to a permanent magnet generator

Fig. 2  Required value of the voltage E to regulate υ~Cx
X  to a constant value
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(PMG). A resistor bank has been connected to the PMG output
providing a 4 kW load at nominal speed. Hall-effect transducers
are used to measure the dc-port voltage, the capacitor voltages and
the cluster currents. To control the system, a platform based on two
field-programmable gate array boards (Actel ProASIC3) and a
digital signal processor (TI TMS320C6713) is used. A
programmable AMETEK power supply model CSW5550
generates the dc-port voltage as discussed in Section 3. In a
commercial implementation, this voltage can be generated using a
medium voltage source as those presented in [21, 22] or another
MMC with full-bridge cells [23, 24]. 

Considering that the contribution of this paper is to analyse and
show the effect of a dynamic variation of the dc-port voltage in the
MMC-based drive, the converter cluster voltages and machine
currents have been controlled by using conventional control
strategies [12, 14, 20]. The vector voltage vCαβ

Δ  is regulated in a dq-
rotating frame during LFM. This task is carried out by using an ac-
component in the circulating currents that creates a power flow
with the common-mode voltage [see the term −2υ0iαβ

∑  in (11)].
During HFM, this ac-component creates a power flow with the
machine voltages to regulate vCαβ

Δ  [see the term (vαβiαβ
Σ )c in (7b)].

Additionally, the vector voltage vCαβ
Σ  is controlled by adding a dc-

component in the circulating currents for both, low- and high-
frequency modes to manipulate the power flow 1/2 Eiαβ

∑  in (7a).
On the other hand, the dc-port current iP is manipulated during
LFM to regulate υC0

Δ  by using an ac-component in-phase with the
common-mode voltage [see (7d)]. In HFM, the power flow
−ℜ[vαβ(iαβ

Σ )c] in (7d) regulates υC0
Δ . A complete description of the

control diagrams utilised in this work can be found in [12, 14, 20].
Fig. 4 depicts the dynamic performance when the MMC drives

the induction machine from 0 to 2000 rpm for constant (left) and
manipulated (right) dc-port voltage. The speed profile for both test
is shown in Figs. 4a and b. Notice that this profile includes the
machine start-up and the zero-crossing condition, what represents
the worst case situation for an MMC-based drive. The machine
currents are shown in Figs. 4c and d, demonstrating that the same
mechanical load was applied during the tests. 

The dc-port voltage (blue line) and the desired output voltage of
a cluster (red line) are depicted in Figs. 4e and f. As shown, the
MMC cluster has to synthesise a high common-mode voltage

during the LFM because the nominal dc-port voltage is applied
during the machine operation. This is concluded based on the high-
frequency signals of the output cluster voltage at low-frequencies
[see (17)]. However, the required common-mode voltage is
naturally lower when the dc-port voltage is reduced as in Fig. 4f.
Notice that in these experimental results, the voltage E was
regulated to a 50% of its nominal value in LFM, which represent a
feasible reduction for the aforementioned input converters [21–24].

The total cluster voltages are shown in Figs. 4g and h. As
discussed in Section 3, a margin-based control strategy maintains
their amplitudes constant during LFM [20]. Notice that their peak-
to-peak value for a constant dc-port voltage is 40 V; however, it is
possible to reduce this fluctuation to 20 V peak-to-peak applying a
manipulated dc-port voltage, increasing the expected lifespan of
the capacitor cells and decreasing their rms current [23]. What is
more, this amplitude is maintained constant by manipulating E as
the machine speed increases in HFM. Figs. 4i and j depict the
obtained circulating currents during these tests. It is important to
mention that the peak value of both currents is similar, and then the
converter current rating has not to be increased when the proposed
strategy is implemented, as demonstrated in Figs. 4k and l, where it
is shown that the cluster currents have a similar peak-value for both
tests.

5 Conclusions
This paper has demonstrated that the dc-port voltage of an MMC
can be manipulated to maintain constant the amplitude of the
capacitor voltage fluctuations in drive applications. It has been
shown that this methodology allows a reduction in both, the rms
current and voltage fluctuation of the capacitor cells, increasing its
expected lifespan. Additionally, a low common-mode voltage at
the machine start-up is required since the dc-port voltage is
reduced with the proposed scheme; therefore, problems such as
winding insulation damages, leakage currents in the bearing etc.
are also minimised.

Extensive experimental results for a laboratory prototype have
been presented in this work. Dynamic experiments in both
operating modes (high- and low-frequency modes) have been
realised and thoroughly discussed. The performance considering
ramp variations in the speed and zero-crossing speed transitions
have been experimentally investigated and good performance has

Fig. 3  Photograph of the laboratory experimental system
 

Table 1 Set-up parameters for the 18 cells MMC-drive
Parameter Symbol Value Unit
dc-port voltage E 450 V
cluster inductor L 2,5 mH
cell capacitor C 4700 μF
cell dc voltage vC

∗ 150 V

switching frequency per cell fs 5000 Hz
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been demonstrated. The experimental results have demonstrated
the effectiveness of the proposed strategies.
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8 Appendix A
 
8.1 Derivation of the power flows in ΣΔαβ0-coordinates

The power flows of the MMC in ΣΔαβ0-coordinates are derived in
this appendix. Based on the definition of the ΣΔαβ0-
transformation:

Pαβ0
ΣΔ = CΣΔ ⋅ Pabc

PN ⋅ Cαβ0
T = CΣΔ ⋅ [Vabc

PN ∘ Iabc
PN ] ⋅ Cαβ0

T (21)

where ‘ο’‘ denotes the element-by-element multiplication of two
matrices. Moreover, the inverse ΣΔαβ0-transformation of Vαβ0

ΣΔ and
Iαβ0

ΣΔ  is given by

Vabc
PN = (CΣΔ)−1 ⋅ Vαβ0

ΣΔ ⋅ (Cαβ0
T )−1 (22)

Iabc
PN = (CΣΔ)−1 ⋅ Iαβ0

ΣΔ ⋅ (Cαβ0
T )−1 ⋅ (23)

Vαβ0
ΣΔ is approximated in (5) by neglecting the inductor voltage

droop, i.e.:

Vαβ0
ΣΔ =

υα
Σ

υα
Δ

υβ
Σ

υβ
Δ

υ0
Σ

υ0
Δ ≃ 2

0
υα

0
υβ

− 1
4E

υ0

(24)

Finally, inserting (24), (23) and (22) into (21) and rewriting the
result in vector form, the power flows of the MMC are derived as
those presented in (7a)–(7d).
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